
 
Associated Students of Loyola Marymount University  

Senate Meeting Agenda  

Wednesday, October 4th, 2017 

12:40 PM - Malone 112 

 

I. Preliminaries  

A. Call to Order: 12:42 PM  

B.  Quorum Check 

1. Absent: Magcase (Excused), Mahoney, Townsend  

C. Approval of Minutes for both  

1. Porter, Grant 

D. Agenda Changes 

1. Cedillo: Announcements, Belles DVA Shirts  

E. Hearing of the Public  

 

II. Discussion Items 

A. Feedback from the Academic Technology Committee 

1. Grant: Want to talk about technology on campus. Not a student body committee 

but rather a faculty. We should be involved in talking about thi as it is impacts the 

way we learn in class. Many classes are discussing moving o Hybrid Courses, 

with having 1/3rd of classes being hosted online. There are a lot more discussions 

in regards to shifting to these policies.  

a) Yustiarti: Are these courses for SFTV?  

(1) Everyone 

b) Smith: For the idea. Comm still has MWF classes in the four units, but F 

would be something online. I really like the idea and it gives you a break.  

c) Sala: Really enjoyed my hybrid class last year, but there were a lot of 

limitations with it. I personally learn more in person than online, but for 

non-technical courses I need to talk about it. 

d) Piedra: When we switched to 4 unit we cut down on class time. It should 

definitely be up to the teacher. Readings online should be done on 

homework. 

(1) It just cuts down on Face-to-Face class time, but allows for 

online community 

e) Quintanilla: I see some benefits in it, but at the same time cutting down 

on in-class time is really damaging.  

(1) If you don’t want to commute to school it could be really helpful 

to have an environmental impact. You would be spending time in 

an on-line classroom 

f) Cedillo: What are the benefits for the community? 



(1) There is research that says face-to-face classes are sometimes 

very much unstructured. 

g) Nunez: Is the MWF model for sure? As an athlete we usually travel on 

Fridays and that makes it harder. I appreciate the idea. 

h) Sala: The only way this is beneficial for commuting purposes is if all of 

the classes are synchronized. It needs to be standardized.  

i) Quintanilla: This would affect MWF? 

(1) Would be up to teacher discretion.  

j) Quintanilla: Seems like it would work at a bigger institution.  

(1) I brought up the same concern, that these are optional courses 

and that the professors work very closely online with you as well. 

k) Epps: I’m open to the idea, it pushes the professor to make the most out 

of their discussion time when they are with their students. High student-

faculty ratio is important 

l) Porter: It is very cool that you’re bringing stuff back from Committee. It 

would be cool to up the tech aspect. Accountability.  

 

B. Brainstorming ways to best set up our successors  

1. Del Santo: What actions can we take to socialize our new Senators so that they 

understand what we’re doing.  

a) Arredondo: Porter and I are working on spreading awareness on as to 

what ASLMU does. Looking to finish my “stairs” initiative. 

b) Cater: Still working on the Survey that I have been working on. Planning 

on sending it to administration and club leaders. 

c) Crawford: I want to get to know my constituents better and want to reach 

out to them.  

d) Del Santo: Working on communications to SFL Senator with Greek 

Council so that they are aware of the meetings that go on in both. 

Working to create a sheet to see what the position might entail in the 

future.  

e) Epps: Just reaching out to first years right now.  

f) Grant: Townsend and I are working to partner film students with students 

working on their senior thesis. 

g) Guillen: Making study abroad more accessible to a lot of students. I have 

been having meetings with all of these people in SAO to really try and 

make this a reality. Wanted to know where this project is going. Needs to 

be more effective outreach to students like First To Go and other 

underrepresented communities. Working with EIS to talk about items like 

being a women of color of abroad. Lots of meetings and seeing what’s 

happening in our communities. Making a documentary to see these 

students. 

h) Martinez: Waiting out Traffic is tonight! Definitely getting in more touch 

Dr. Taylor, Head of Off-Campus Student Life, to try to reach out to more 

students.  

i) Montoya: Reaching out to students in transfer groups. 

j) Nunez: Hiring a nutritionist for athletes, and want to work on making 

snacks better for athletes. Roaring for Relief has also been a wild 

success. Big launch against Pepperdine for Women’s Soccer on Sunday 

at 1. 



k) Piedra: Passing time in between classes may need to be extended. 

Talking to BCLA representatives and they are going to send minutes 

from meetings.  

l) Porter: Mental Health Ally Program and working with Lion’s for Recovery. 

Meeting with Hayden tomorrow to draft letter to Provost Poon to discuss 

the proposition of extending time to drop without receiving a W. Lion 

Stories may be expanded.  

m) Quintanilla: Working with Senator Mahoney to bring a cultural night to 

campus in order to expand with branding. Hopefully have Thanksgiving 

theme in November. Wednesdays seem like a good time to really reach 

out to students and work on building community. Sanctuary Campuses 

was brought up during meeting with Board of Trustees.  

n) Smith: Working with Hayden and Mara to bring up Town Hall 

Discussions. Trying to bring SFL and SOC together and reaching out to 

those less likely to attend these meetings. It is hard to join leadership 

positions as underrepresented students.  

o) Wilson: Epps and I have been talking about working with our different 

constituent groups. 

p) Yustiarti: Oxfam and Tom King meetings to get ASLMU involved in 

Hunger Banquet. To be “Free Trade” you need to sell one item, which 

the book store.  

q) Sala: Anthony, I, and OISS are working to bring International Honor 

Society to campus. Trying to get scholarships for international students 

to hold leadership positions on campus. Getting more support for 

students who need help with English not being their first language. More 

emphasis on student grammatical efforts as opposed to content.  

C. Gun Policies Resolution    

1. Sala: Not the content, I want to work on having policy implemented in order to 

make change. Need help in understanding the way policy works in the US. No 

rush on it, but if you want to be apart of it and let me know . 

a) Interested: Montoya, Cedillo, Quintanila, Epps, Del Santo, Guillen  

b) Cedillo: Advocacy Hours in CSA allow us to get in touch with 

representatives to get in touch with their representatives.  

c) Smith: Have you thought about getting in contact with gun rights groups? 

(1) No, but showing data in order to enact policy change.  

d) Smith: Yeah, look at gun safety groups.  

e) Motion Grant, Yustiarti 

 

III. Action Items  

A. Decorating the Senator's Office  

1. Montoya: Office is glum. Still looks like a closet. Wants to get placard for the 

door.  

2. Advisor: Things are being done in order to make it a little better. Potentially 

making a composite? There are a lot of things that could be done. 

3. Arredondo, Del Santo, Yustiarti, Crawford, Wilson; 

4. Ended by Yustiarti, Seconded by Quintanilla 

 

 

 



IV. Student Concerns 

A. New Concerns  

1. Publicity of Senior events  

a) Smith: Senior BBQ at the Loft that many just don’t know. 

b) Cater: Positing on Snapchats.  

B. Resolved Concerns   

  

V. Cabinet Updates  

A. No Cabinet last week.  

 

VI. Open Forum and Announcements  

A. Quintanilla: Resolution? 

1. Kent: I’ll get in touch with Mara and we’re going to push today.  

B. Quintanilla: DVA Month 

1. Purchase a t-shirt!!! Or if you want to support just come to events. Cash or 

Venmo (@brendaquintanilla). We would love your help in supporting that.  

C. Piedra: Alpha Phi is hosting Dance Marathon on November 1st. For Children’s Hospital of 

LA. They’re donating 50% of Proceeds from 5-8 to Children’s Hospital of LA.  

D. Sala: For banners (big push items), I will be contacting to people so we can start working 

on them. If you did sign up for a banner, expect an email.  

E. Arredondo: What is going on with ASLMU Roaring for Relief? 

1. Sala: We were waiting for meetings. We have two nights of Comm table (20th and 

21st) and every student that goes will automatically donate a dollar to the cause. 

There will be more discussion on getting volunteers. Money from athletics, 

national relief. Money from raffle, international relief. Money from Campus 

Ministry, Earthquakes.  

 

VII. Adjournment  

A. Adjournment at 1:38PM by Piedra, Second by Cater 


